Prefrontal cortex recruitment during naturalistic remote memory: a factorial block-event fMRI study.
Most classical neuroimaging studies of human memory require the subject to follow task instructions, discriminate stimuli, make a decision and, finally, press a button to respond. To which extent does such a cognitive sequence influence neural correlates of recognition memory especially with respect to the prefrontal cortex (PFC) is not clear yet. We set up a naturalistic recognition task. Personal photographs were mixed with photographs from family albums of people who were not known to the participant. The subjects alternated a recognition task (recognition and response) with a mere observational one (simple recognition). This factorial block-event functional MRI design allowed us to disentangle the regions related to memory (personal photographs vs. distracters under both conditions) from those related to the response (responding vs. observing) as well as to examine the interaction between the two factors. Only medial and left orbito-frontal regions were transiently active during successful recognition in the two task conditions. Memory and responding interacted in the left lateral PFC within the middle and inferior gyrus. These regions were more active for personal photographs than for distracters only when the subject had to respond. Sustained activations spread bilaterally whatever the task. Such a design that encompasses personal photographs, an observation period for recognition as well as a mixed-design may have led to a better isolation of the neural network underlying remote autobiographical memory. Recruitment within the PFC during retrieval was only limited to its medial and left anterior parts. Sustained activation did not differ between the discrimination and the observation period. This original design might be valuable for further dissociation between decision, self, autobiographical memory and the PFC.